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Agenda
9:00 – 9:15 Round robin introductions

9:15 – 9:30 Feedback session: 

1) Indicate whether you engage in any type of conservation practice now {post list of typical practices for reference}

2) What are the greatest barriers to adopting or advancing deeper conservation practices?

3) Who would you turn to for credible information on what’s involved in adopting conservation practices?

9:30 – 10:00 ESM program context, mission, overview, history, goals, and milestones

10:00 – 10:15  Break

10:15 – 11:15 ESM program mechanics 

* Protocol

* Pilot phase

* Producer enrollment

* Technical assistance

* Verification of outcomes and incentive payment

* Financing

* Commercialization of impacts

11:15 – 11:30 Small group break out feedback session:

1) What aspect of the ESM program as a whole concerns you the most?

2) Rate your interest in participating in the ESM program (1 – 5 rating where 5 is very interested) either as a producer or 

potential technical assistance provider

11:30 – 12:00 Closing summary and next steps
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Introductions……..
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Feedback session #1

1) Indicate whether you engage in any type of conservation practice 

now {post list of typical practices for reference}

2) What are the greatest barriers to adopting or advancing deeper 

conservation practices?

3) Who would you turn to for credible information on what’s 

involved in adopting conservation practices?
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Example conservation practices….
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ESM context, 

mission, overview, 

history, goals, & 

milestones 



The problem worthy of a solution

◆ 75 billion tons of agricultural soil is lost each year on a global basis

◆ Impacts to soil health cost between $6.3 and 10.6 trillion dollars per year globally

◆ Agriculture accounts for 70% of all water withdrawals globally (80% in the U.S.); demand on water will be 

exacerbated as production increases by 70% by 2050 to feed global population

◆ NASA determined that agriculture was pumping groundwater from aquifers faster than they could recharge 

themselves

◆ An example is California's San Joaquin Valley, where the water table level is dropping raising serious concerns 

given that the Valley produces 13% of all U.S. foods

◆ Health of our soils is predicated by the cycle of water, one that is changing; this country loses 3 acres of 

farmland every minute

◆ Potential off-farm damage from nitrogen runoff estimated at $15.9 billion to $54.7 billion & for phosphorous 

runoff at $12.4 billion

◆ With the support of ecosystem services markets, agriculture can mitigate up to 89% of its emissions by 

incentivizing farmers and ranchers to increase carbon sequestration in soils. 
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MISSION

ESM Program



OVERVIEW

Ecosystem Services -
1: the important benefits for human beings that arise from healthily 
functioning ecosystems, notably production of oxygen, soil genesis, and 
water detoxification

Introducing a New Approach to Building Soil Health & Resiliency 

Ecosystem Service Market (ESM) Program
For the first time in the history of environmental markets, ESM will not only establish a new protocol for the creation of 
high caliber ecosystem services impacts from improved conservation practices, but engineer an integrated pay-for-
performance and outcomes-based verification mechanism that delivers real and permanent impacts that are fungible 
and have value to agencies, stakeholders, and corporations on a national and international basis



A Full Portfolio of Ecosystem Services

Phase III: 2025 - 2030
Integrate full suite of services 
that would include fiber, pest 
control, pollination, & health

Phase I: 2019 - 2022
Deliver positive carbon sequestration, 
water quality, and water quantity* 
impacts

Phase II: 2022 – 2025
Capture additional ecosystem service impacts 
that include biodiversity

ESM Impact Profile



ESM History

Jan 2022
National roll out

2019
Pilot project 

phase

Dec 2018
Draft integrated 

protocol

June 2018
Communication 

RFP

April 2018
Economic 

assessment 

RFP

2017
Noble 

convening's

Sept 2018
Receipt of 

economic analysis

Feb 21 2018
ESM program 

announcement 

& protocol RFP
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ESM Operating Principles
✓ Ecosystem service market efforts are intended to increase the marketability of natural resource 

conservation and ecosystem service outcomes from working agricultural lands for all farmers and 
ranchers.

✓ Ecosystem markets should consider regional differences in environmental factors and cultural 
practices.

✓ Ecosystem services, programs, projects and markets should be developed and designed with a focus 
on potential Return on Investment (ROI). Factors to include are: soil health, water quality, water 
quantity, efficiency gains, cost savings, market premiums, market preservation and product 
development.

✓ Ecosystem markets should include all three pillars of sustainability – environment, economic, and 
social. 

✓ ESM Steering Committee and Working Committee decisions will be fact based and guided by the 
best available science.

✓ Ecosystem markets should embrace a philosophy of transparency to build trust in the full 
agricultural and food value chain.    

✓ Decision support and quantification models are transparent and science-based. 
✓ Progress should be collaborative and consensus based to expediently advance soil health. 
✓ Ecosystem markets will be developed with measures of purposeful outcomes and measurable 

impacts to maintain and build market integrity.  
✓ All efforts will embrace scientific integrity, continuing evaluation and improvement. 



NRI ESM Steering Committee
Committee Structure

• Bill Buckner: Noble Research Institute

• Chad Ellis: Noble Research Institute

• Jimmy Emmons: Producer

• Steve Rowe: Newtrient

• Wayne Honeycutt: Soil Health Institute

• Bruce Knight: Strategic Conservation Solutions

• Jerry Lynch: General Mills

• Alex Echols: Ecosystems Services Exchange

• Tim Palmer: NACD

• Sean Penrith: Gordian Knot Strategies

• Gary Price: Producer

• Debbie Reed: DRD Associates/C-AGG

• Working Committees: Protocol development, Go-to-market strategy, 

Policy, Economic assessment, Inside the Farm Gate, ESM-C committees, 

&  Communications

Steering Committee (SC)

The SC oversees all working committees and 

interacts with the teams that have been 

engaged to deliver the ESM conservation 

protocol, the ecosystem services economic 

assessment, and the state and national policy 

assessment. 



Market discovery
◆ Beginning in March 2018 ESM team outreach to 30+ 

corporations that included Cargill, Valero Energy, 

McDonald’s, Danone, Walmart,  Noble Energy, Bayer, 

Nestle, Target, Coke, Syngenta, Miller Coors, Organic 

Valley 

◆ June – October, Informa commenced the 

Economic Assessment for Ecosystem Service Market 

Credits from Agricultural Working Lands analysis
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Outreach: Food & Beverage
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Ecosystem Markets: Economic 
Assessment

• Informa conducted a detailed analysis to develop economic 
assessments to inform the potential total aggregated volume (supply) 
and value of ecosystem services provided from privately owned, 
working agricultural lands and potential demand for these services. 

• Economic assessments were calculated in terms of potential 
ecosystem service credit types for greenhouse gas emission (GHG) 
reductions and improvements in water quality by production system, 
nationally and by region



Ecosystem Markets: Economic 
Assessment

Carbon Market

• The report estimates the total potential demand in the Ag 
addressable market market of 190 million tons including Scope 1 and 
2 emission goals and only Scope 3 domestic emission goals.  

• If all Scope 3 goals are included (domestic and international), total 
demand could be as high as 288 million tons CO2e.



Ecosystem Markets: Economic 
Assessment

Water Quality Market

• For nitrogen the total potential credit demand for ESM water quality 
credits is 1.73 billion pounds in impaired waterways (watersheds with 
nutrient impaired waters). 

• Informa estimates the potential demand of ESM water quality credits 
for phosphorous to be 3.09 billion pounds in impaired waterways 
(watersheds with nutrient impaired waters).

• Collectively, demand outstrips supply



Ecosystem Markets: Economic 
Assessment - $13.9 billion

Total Volume and Value of Carbon and Water Quality Market

• A combined market does exist

• A stacked system will work

• Benefits to Agriculture and Society are evident

Volume Value ($bil)

Carbon (vol in MMt Co2e) 190 5.2

Water Quality (vol in bil pounds)

   Nitrogen 1.58 4.8

   Phosphorous 0.8 3.9

Total 13.9

Demand

Credit Type



Market feedback
◆ Corporates either have internal carbon price (~$28/ton) or expect a price on carbon at some point in the 

future (~5 – 10 years)

◆ Consumer preferences are shifting; ~1/3 of consumers willing to pay premium for foods that have ecological, 

social, and economic integrity

◆ Increasing corporate disclosure demand 

◆ Interest in improving supply chain footprints is accelerating with 7/10 companies engaged in Science Based 

Target initiative, but “enabling mechanism is missing”

◆ Feedback indicated likely companies would participate in ESM for Scope 3 emissions since they can’t meet 

them on their own

◆ Corporate social responsibility commitments all focus on water quantity or do not include specific goals for 

water quality improvement

◆ Flood Reduction market segment offers potential to ESM program

◆ Priority interest from potential buyers is whether ESM has accurate protocols

◆ Protocols are considered a “game changer” for trading credits
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Market drivers
Food & Beverage Sector
◆ Companies are aware that their reputation for sustainability impacts their brand value
◆ Recognizing that supplier impacts extend to their overall environmental impacts
◆ Drive efficiency, reduce costs, & improve quality/quantity in the case of water (Coors, 

Coke, etc.)
◆ Improve supply chain resiliency; companies seek to insulate their supply chains from 

sudden increases in energy costs or disruptions due to supply scarcity, as such risks 
affect the prices and availability of their goods and services

◆ Reveal new opportunities
◆ Gain competitive advantage by improving the environmental sustainability & 

transparency of their products & marketing this feature to consumers both 
domestically & for export

◆ Adapt to a low-carbon economy future
◆ Leverage co-benefit impacts with community benefits, protecting biodiversity and 

climate change adaption the most important
◆ To respond to downstream corporate customer, individual consumer and, increasingly, 

investor queries and demands
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Market drivers
Industrial Sector

◆ Includes airlines, logistics, waste management, heavy equipment manufacture, 

consumer appliances

◆ Social license to operate and market differentiation

◆ Increased disclosure (shareholder) pressure

◆ Long-range planning needs for the anticipated low-carbon economy

◆ Companies within the industrial sector that have the most potential to buy carbon 

credits are the airline companies

◆ Global aviation industry has pledged to stabilize carbon emissions from 2020 with 

carbon-neutral growth and to achieve a net reduction in carbon emissions of 50 

percent by 2050 compared to 2005

◆ Per analysis of Carbon Market Watch, CORSIA’s aviation program will drive demand 

from now until the end of the measure in 2035 of approximately 3.3 billion tons of 

CO2e from all airlines.
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Market drivers
Water Quality Compliance Sector

◆ POWTs are prime targets for ESM credit marketplace due to dated 

infrastructure and high compliance costs to meet regulatory compliance

◆ Facilities are challenged to source finance necessary to modernize 

◆ Alternative and cheaper avenues of compliance are attractive; farmers 

may be able to offset additional pounds of nitrogen and phosphorous 

emissions in their fields much less expensively (sometimes 1-2 orders of 

magnitude cheaper)
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Break……
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ESM Program Mechanics
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Protocol

27

• The Protocol, initially developed for agricultural production 

systems in the Southern Great Plains, describes the process 

that ranchers and farmers participating in the ESM Program 

must undergo to quantify, monitor, report, verify, and register 

individual environmental assets generated by their soil health 

activities. 

• Eligible for cattle grazing on pasture and rangeland, and corn, 

cotton, soybean, sorghum, and winter wheat crops (& will be 

expanded to additional crop production systems and regions)



Develop protocols that specify the requirements to 
quantify, monitor, report, verify & register for sale 
farm-& ranch-based ecosystem service credits (soil 
C, water quality, water quantity) based on soil 
health improvements on working agricultural lands

Protocol Development Objective

NRI ESM Protocol

28



Protocol Development Principles

• Farmer-based, farmer-facing
• Science-based, outcomes-based, standards driven
• Transparent & open
• Recycle & upcycle by assessing, innovating

• Recycle: 
• No reinventing wheels: learn from the past

• Upcycle:
• Innovate, meet needs of credit suppliers, buyers
• Acknowledge, embrace biological agroecosystems
• Technology a key part of our upcycling strategy

29



Priority Elements of Protocols

➢ Additionality 

➢ Permanence

➢ Legal Considerations

➢ Transparency

➢ Scalability

➢ Scientific Rigor

➢ Standards Based

➢ Farmer Facing

30



Protocol Development Timeline
• 2017 – NRI convening assessed carbon markets; decision to launch NRI ESM Program

• January 2018 – Protocol RFP developed, draft shared with 4 carbon market registries

• February 2018 – Protocol RFP released

• June 25, 2018 – Protocol development contract awarded

• December 2018 –First Order protocol completed for use in Southern Great Plains rangeland & 
pastureland systems

• January – December 2019 – Phase I protocol field-tested on NRI Land Stewardship Program 
ranches spanning 50,000 acres in Oklahoma & Texas

• January 2019 – Protocol expansion & piloting in additional US geographies & agricultural 
production system begins & continues through 2022 National Program Launch

• January-June 2020 – Scientific peer review & public comment period for protocol, followed by 
publication of final version
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Protocol Design Phase

Developed Tiered Crediting & System Design

• Concept: Two tiers for Carbon/Water Quality/Water Quantity 
modular crediting approaches

• Cumulative Tiers: Tier 2 builds on & include all elements of Tier 1, 
creating a step-wise system & logic

• Tier 1 – Inset Credits Tier – developed to generate credits to meet 
Scope III reporting requirements for C and potentially W/W

• Tier 2 – Offset Credits Tier – developed to generate credits for existing 
carbon offset and water quality improvement or offset markets

32



Tiers



Tiered, Modular Protocol Design
C/W/W Modules

• Modular protocol components quantify 3 soil health attributes over 2 tiers

• One common verification approach

• Additional attributes, production systems, geographies easily adapted

34

Tier

Modular Environmental Assets (Credits) Generated by Protocol 

Carbon Water Quality Water Quantity 

1 Carbon Inset Credit
Agricultural Water Quality 

Protection Certificate
Water Efficiency Credit

2 Carbon Offset Credit Water Quality Credit N/A



Benefits of Tiered Crediting Approach

Accommodates multiple tiers of buyer demand

• System design allows for future program expansion, adaptation

• Multiple entry points for producers based on comfort level, 
ability to participate, or buyer demand

• System can generate 1 or more levels of credits simultaneously 
for 1 or more attributes (C/W/W)

• Match credit production & buyer demand & avoid stranded 
assets

• Flexible options where C/W/W credits can be stacked, blended 
or disaggregated
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Additionality
The protocol utilizes a performance standard threshold. 

• The threshold will be based on whether or not an action (e.g. a practice change) or 

technology (e.g. invisible fencing) has been subject to widespread adoption (i.e. the 

common practice). Each module will include specific criteria to meet the additionality 

threshold which will vary by region and production system as the NRI ESM expands. 

• Using the performance standard approach allows early adopters to participate. 

• A performance standard threshold negates the need for each producer to prove that 

their actions are additional. 
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Permanence I
The NRI ESM is defining permanence through a 20-year lens: 

• The protocol gives producers to participate through two, 10-year 

crediting periods.

• The 10-year crediting period allows producers to be responsible for 

the soil carbon storage only for the duration of their participation in 

the program. 

• Producers can leave the program at any time, but are subject to 

penalties, e.g. return of ‘lookback period’ carbon credits. 
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Permanence II
• In order to mitigate concerns about reversals (a release of stored carbon back to 

the atmosphere, either intentionally or unintentionally), producers will contribute 
to the buffer pool.
• Buffer pool contributions are based on a risk assessment and deducted from 

the total GHG credits that a producer is eligible for during a given reporting 
period.

• Buffer pool contributions can be returned at the end of the successful 
completion of the second crediting period, creating an added incentive for 
producers to remain in the program through the entire 20-year eligibility 
period. 

• If a producer decides to leave before the end of the second crediting period, 
their buffer pool contribution can be used to cover reversals. 

• This approach differs from existing carbon markets approaches for sequestered 
carbon in that it doesn’t require monitoring after the crediting period(s) have 
ended. 
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Ownership of Attributes
• Producers will have to demonstrate that they have the uncontested 

right to the GHG benefits to be able to sell them. 

• Because sequestration based projects are incumbent upon 

continued tenure on the project lands by the participant, producers 

who lease their land will need landowner consent to claim the 

environmental attribute. 

• Ownership of the attribute can be demonstrated through leasing 

agreements, title, contracts, etc. 
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MRV Platform

• A platform will facilitate data collection, management, 
verification, quantification

• Platform allows simple data entry & automated outputs: 
scenario building & modeled estimates over time

• Advanced analytical capabilities, satellite imagery, remote 
sensing, gridded land ledger

40



Pilot Phase: Project Planning

➢ Goals: 
➢ Expand & adapt protocols for additional production systems & 

geographies
➢ Scale soil health outcomes & ESM program

➢Timeline:
➢ Noble Land Stewardship Program (OK/TX) pilot 2019 calendar 

year
➢ Protocol adaptations for expansion into new production systems 

& geographies can begin in Jan 2019
➢ Pilot can begin when protocol adaptations completed

41



Pilot Project Planning

➢ Criteria for Pilot Planning Process:
➢ Scale

➢ Collaborators

➢ Partners / Buyers

➢Multiple Ecosystem Service Attributes

➢ Funds availability

➢ Geographic areas with relevance

➢ Existing protocols / market experience

➢ Baseline data, data to populate models

➢ Technical assistance

42



Pilot Planning 2019 - 2021
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Producer Enrollment 
• Producer contact information including legal name, business address, email and phone number(s)

• Project proponent contact information, if different than the producer, including legal name, business address, 

email and phone numbers. If the project proponent is a different party than the producer, then the producer 

must provide their consent to ESM to allow the project proponent to work on their behalf; 

• Statement of compliance with existing requirements and standards (e.g., animal feedlots, wetland 

conservation, insecticide, fungicide, and rodenticide); 

• Project location(s) and geographic boundaries (georeferenced polygon shape file or Google Earth KMZ polygon 

file); 

• Ownership of the environmental asset(s) (land title, lease agreement, landowner acknowledgement (if leasing) 

or other contractual documents as needed); 

• Current and/or historic management plans and evidence of land use including nutrient management plan(s); 

• Proposed management plans or revisions;

• Yield records or stocking rates for grazed lands for previous 3 years prior to the project start date; and 

• Soil sampling plan and baseline soil sampling results (within 6 months of enrollment). 
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Soil Sampling Plan

• The soil sampling procedure must include the following elements: 

• Contact information for entity conducting soil sampling;

• Sampling plan outlining sample locations (map and 
latitude/longitude) and sampling methods; 

• Sample site description including vegetation, slope, soil type, and land 
use;

• Field notes and pictures of the sampling sites; 

• Summary of lab results including copies of chain of custody and 
original lab results; and 

• Quality assurance and quality control activities.
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ESM Technical Assistance

ESM Trusted 
Intermediary 
(NewCo)

Technical 
Assistance 
Provider

• State Conservation District 
Offices

• NGOs
• Associations
• Consultants
• Other

Producers

Approved ESM TA training (in-person 
& online) with refresher training 
required every 2 years to maintain 
credential

Approved 
ESM TA 
Provider

ESM 
program 
enrollment

Conservation 
practices

Pay for Performance to 
producer (producer 
pays TA provider under 
their contract



Verification
• Verification and auditing processes include the independent confirmation of the 

monitored inputs to ensure that all necessary data are collected and reported 
accurately

• All verification and audit bodies operating on behalf of the ESM Program must be 
approved prior to conducting any verification or audit activities

• All auditors, regardless of asset type must be competent to perform the scope of 
work on behalf of the ESM Program

• At conclusion of the verification or the audit, the VB or auditors submit a 
verification report and opinion on the accuracy of the producer assertion to the 
ESM. 

• The ESM Program team then reviews the project and verification documentation for 
final approval and issues the assets into the producer account

• Verification shall occur at least once every five (5) years at the end of each reporting 
period and prior to the registration of credits. No credits shall be issued without a 
positive verification opinion. 47



Incentive Payment
Producer financing

◆ Nominal upfront payment upon enrollment to cover practice adoption + more significant Pay for 

Performance payment based on verified outcomes

48

Enrolled producer

NewCo

EIPA (Ecosystems Improvement Purchase Agreement)

Technical 
support

Verified 
outcomes

$ Pay for 
Performance 
to producer



ESM Financing

Aligning 

Incentives

Upfront Financing 
(EIB/Impact/PRI)

ESM Trusted 
Intermediary 
(NewCo)

Producers enrolled in ESM 
conservation protocol & 
MRV approach

Buyers 
Club

$

$ ESIs

$

Verified 
Ecosystem 
Impacts (Pay 
on Delivery)

ESI purchases used to 
repay Upfront Financing

Technical Assistance + 
Pay for Performance

Bond proceeds$

Philanthropic / 
Government support
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Commercialization of Impacts

Buyers Club

Club Provisions

• Member corporations pledge to off-take a 

percentage or volume of ecosystem services 

(either a la carte, or blended) at fixed “strike” 

price

• Members can elect to invest in carbon insets or 

offsets and water quality and quantity credits

• Purchase of ecosystem services is structured as 

a pay-on-delivery agreement

• Pledge commitment is set to five years 

(renewable)



Early Founding Circle Members
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Feedback session #2

11:15 – 11:30 Small group break out feedback session:

1) What aspect of the ESM program as a whole concerns you the 

most?

2) Rate your interest in participating in the ESM program (1 – 5 rating 

where 5 is very interested) either as a producer or potential technical 

assistance provider
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Closing Summary & Next Steps

Jeff Goodwin: djgoodwin@noble.org

Sean Penrith: spenrith@gordianknotstrategies.com

Friends of Ecosystem Services Market monthly newsletter sign-up:

https://bit.ly/2t5yXbo

Web site (go live by end Feb): www.ecosystemservicesmarket.org

mailto:djgoodwin@noble.org
mailto:spenrith@gordianknotstrategies.com
https://bit.ly/2t5yXbo
http://www.ecosystemservicesmarket.org

